
A widespread shift towards hybrid and remote working brings with it an uncomfortable reliance on personal responsibility, 
greatly increasing the odds of a security breach within your business. 

In the face of this threat, legacy solutions struggle to cope - leaving your network vulnerable to cyber-attacks, your IT resources 
stretched, and your infrastructure compromised.

Instead, your organisation needs a cloud-focused decentralised security solution which allows you to access the internet 
directly, maintain control over your network and ensure your workforce always remains safe online.
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As an Advanced Security Certified Cisco Gold Partner, SHI 
offers Umbrella, a cloud security platform built directly into 
the internet.

Cisco Umbrella is a cloud-native, multi-function security 
service which helps businesses of all sizes secure their 
network. As more organisations embrace direct internet 
access, Umbrella makes it simple to extend protection to 
remote users and branch offices. 

It combines DNS-layer security, a secure web gateway, 
firewall, threat intelligence, and a cloud access security 
broker into a single cloud service to help organisations 
secure their network and increase internal agility. 

• Extensive and robust security coverage across all ports and protocols
• Umbrella’s cloud infrastructure is highly resilient, boasting 100% uptime since 2006.
• Fast deployment and flexible service options to make scalability easy
• Comprehensive security protection for your network and beyond
• Immediate value and an overall low cost of ownership
• Efficient management framework thanks to a single dashboard layout
• Immediate scalability across a worldwide network
• Work securely from anywhere and stay protected whether Offsite, Home, Coffee Shop or

any location
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The Solution

Key Umbrella Benefits

Regain Control Over Your 
Cybersecurity
Upgrade your cybersecurity & align to hybrid 
working practices

Overview



To safeguard your organisation today, book your twenty one day Umbrella free trial now.

Every organisation has its own unique set of requirements, which is why SHI offers a free Proof of Value to help you decide if 
Umbrella is the right solution for your business.

Our expert team will help you to deploy the solution in your existing work processes, allowing you to experience the long-
term value of Umbrella before committing to a purchase. 

Not only can you appreciate the benefits of Umbrella, but you can also start using it to improve your cybersecurity straight 
away. As soon as you integrate Umbrella during your POV, you’ll be able to pinpoint and remove issues that may exist within 
your business.

Proof of Value

Why SHI? 

As a Cisco Gold Integrator Multinational Certified Partner 
backed by experts, SHI delivers complete and customisable 
Cisco solutions at the most competitive discount. Our 
knowledge and expertise can help you through any phase of 
your project and our Cisco practices are positioned to help 
you optimise your current and future IT investments. 

To help you integrate Umbrella seamlessly into your 
organisation, SHI offers a free twenty-one-day trial of 
Umbrella, with no strings attached. 

Having twenty-one days with Umbrella free of charge gives 
you enough time to configure your devices and become 
accustomed with the solution, providing proof of value in 
real time. 
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By integrating security at the DNS layer, Umbrella secures your network at the first line of defence. 

This ensures that ransomware, malware, phishing, and botnet infiltrations are blocked before a connection can be 
established - preventing them from reaching your network or endpoints. 

The solution’s secure web gateway records and examines all web traffic for greater transparency, control, and 
protection. 

Umbrella’s firewall helps to log and block traffic using IP, port, and protocol rules for consistent enforcement 
throughout your environment.

Umbrella utilises a SASE (Secure Access Service Edge) 
approach, moving security processes into the cloud. 
This provides security from edge to edge - whether 
remote offices, roaming users, data centres, or your 
headquarters. 

This approach simplifies daily network management, 
provides comprehensive security protection, and 
improves the overall performance of the network.

As well as utilising the SASE approach, Umbrella is a 
fundamental part of Cisco’s zero-trust security model, 
protecting users from threats no matter where they’re 
working from.

DNS Layer Security

The SASE Approach

Cisco Umbrella Overview


